Negative Interest Rates? Inconceivable!
“As I told you, it would be absolutely, totally, and in all other ways inconceivable.”
-Vizzini, The Princess Bride

In The Princess Bride, the character Vizzini boasts of his unsurpassed intelligence; however,
his plans are often foiled as the other characters behave in ways that he had not predicted. Much
like Vizzini, central bankers have been surprised once again as their plans to engineer economic
growth have backfired. And now, their latest and greatest plan involves the aggressive adoption of
Negative Interest Rate Policy, aka NIRP. Recently, there has been a flurry of articles about negative
interest rates, but none of them have really addressed the topic in laymen’s terms. All too often,
economists seem to ignore the concerns and beliefs of everyday people. And therein lies the
problem. At its core, economics is the study of human behavior and the way humans react to
incentives. If the economic theories and equations don’t accurately predict the way we will behave,
central bankers will once again be left flabbergasted like Vizzini. In this letter we will attempt to
explain NIRP in plain English.
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All You Need to Know About Negative Interest Rates
Where Did The Idea of Negative Rates Come From?
If you can’t remember hearing about negative interest rates before, don’t worry they are a
new invention. In fact, until recently the idea of negative interest rates (imagine the bank requiring
you to pay interest on the money in your savings account) was considered inconceivable. Just look
at these two quotes from Vizzini Ben Bernanke.
Then: “Once the nominal interest rate is at zero, no further downward adjustment in the rate can
occur, since lenders generally will not accept a negative nominal interest rate when it is possible
instead to hold cash.” – Ben Bernanke, November 21, 2002
Now: “The anxiety about negative interest rates seen recently in the media and in markets
seems to me to be overdone. Logically, when short-term rates have been cut to zero, modestly
negative rates seem a natural continuation” – Ben Bernanke, March 18, 2016

So what changed? The short answer is that central banks have run out of options for supporting
their economies. Additionally, they believe admitting this would cause a devastating loss of
confidence for businesses and investors. So rather than admitting that their policies have become
ineffective, central bankers are trying to convince us that they can use this tool (lowering interest
rates indefinitely) in ways we never thought possible before.
How Negative Interest Rates Work
Currently, the central banks of Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland, Japan and the Eurozone (all
the countries in Europe that use the Euro currency) have adopted a negative interest rate policy
(NIRP). This means that now the banks in these countries actually have to pay their central bank
(like The Fed in the US) in order to deposit money at the central bank. This is the opposite of how
bank accounts, including the accounts that banks keep with their central bank, have worked for
hundreds of years.
It may help to have a basic understanding of how banks (Wells Fargo, Chase, etc.) interact with their
central bank (The Fed in the US). When you deposit money at your bank, your bank is required to
keep a portion of that money on deposit with the central bank, this is called the reserve requirement.
After setting aside the reserve requirement, the bank has three basic options for what to do with the
rest of it:
1) Loan it out
2) Invest it in bonds or stocks
3) Just sit on it
When banks choose #3, this money is considered “excess reserves”. In countries with NIRP, banks
will now have to pay interest to the central bank to hold this money.
The Goal of Negative Interest Rates
The idea behind lowering interest rates is that lower rates will entice more businesses and
households to borrow money. Additionally, lower interest rates can make projects that use debt
financing more profitable. For example, if you are considering buying a rental property as an
investment, the key is to be able to get a rental income that is higher than the mortgage cost. Lower
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interest rates tend to reduce the cost of a mortgage, making it easier to find properties that are
profitable to rent out. Thus, if lower interest rates are the carrot to entice borrowers to borrow more,
negative interest rates are the stick to force banks to lend more. Despite all the bad press that banks
get, you can be sure that they have never intentionally lost money. Encouraging banks to make
loans they would not otherwise make has historically come with very negative side effects… think
subprime mortgages.
Why Negative Rates Won’t Work
Setting aside the fact that forcing banks to make bad loans is a terrible idea, NIRP (negative
interest rate policy) still cannot solve our problems because the traditional tool of central banks,
lowering interest rates, has lost its power. In order to understand why, just imagine that you are at
your favorite expensive restaurant… the Interest Rate Café.
You are out celebrating, but unfortunately, you are still on a budget. Because it is such an
expensive restaurant, you probably order the best meal you can afford, rather than what
you would order if everything were free.
Now, when your waiter returns you are thinking about getting a little dessert or possibly a
nightcap. But for some reason he desperately wants you to order more food and drinks so
he offers everything on the menu half off! It is such a great deal that you and your friends
order the most expensive entrée on the menu and the most expensive bottle of wine to split.
At this point you are stuffed and ready to settle up. However, when the waiter arrives he
refuses to bring the check. Instead, he offers you anything on the menu for free. You can
have as much as you want as long as you eat it right now! So you order a little bit more, as
much as you can bear.
Finally, your bizarre waiter approaches your table one last time. Bloated and feeling a
little sick, the only thing you want to do is leave so you can try to sleep it off.
Unfortunately, he has one last trick up his sleeve before he will bring the check. Desperate
to serve more food, he tells you he will take $10 off your bill for any food you order as long
as you eat it right now. But you just can’t do it, you are too full to take advantage of the
deal!
In economics the context matters because when the context changes, people behave differently.
And as we mentioned at the beginning, no economic theory or equation will work if it does not
accurately predict people’s behavior. If the Interest Rate Café had been paying you to eat the food
or even giving it away at the beginning of the night, you would have ordered the best of everything
and a lot of it. However, at the end of the evening, the context had changed and you were so full
that the price stopped mattering. And here we are today, although interest rates are incredibly low,
most of the US just can’t borrow any more. No matter how you slice it, after the run-up in debt
during the mortgage bubble and 8 years of ultra low interest rates, the US is pretty much full when it
comes to debt.
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The chart below from David Rosenberg at Gluskin Sheff shows that the US has been increasing its
borrowing faster than the economy has been growing for decades.

Back in the 80’s & 90’s lowering interest rates was a very effective tool for spurring growth because
the US had plenty of capacity to take on more debt. Just like when the first price cut at the Interest
Rate Café spurred additional consumption. The financial crisis led to a small correction in the US
total debt, which was mostly achieved through defaults on mortgage debt. In our Interest Rate Café
example, these defaults are the economic equivalent of throwing up, in order to create more capacity
to consume. Just like at the Interest Rate Café, lowering price of debt stops working once the
customers run out of capacity to consume. Unfortunately, the rest of the world is in a very similar
situation. In Europe, Japan and even (gulp) China, charts like the one above look very similar.
There are only three solutions after we have over borrowed. 1) Work it off gradually over time
leading to low or zero economic growth. 2) Default, this is a very painful way to correct the
problem with serious deflation & recession risk. 3) Debt forgiveness, this is a rather seductive
option, but it can create some serious inflation risk if market participants believe more debt
forgiveness will be forthcoming.
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If Negative Rates Won’t Work, What Will?
There are very few certainties in the world of finance and economics, but one thing we can
be certain of is that when the next recession comes, The Fed will try to do something to stop or
moderate it. It is possible that they will try negative rates, but the more it becomes apparent that
negative rates aren’t working for Europe or Japan, the less likely it is that The Fed will try this
approach. So if lowering rates is no longer an option, and they won’t sit idly by while the economy
collapses due to widespread defaults, this leaves debt forgiveness as the last remaining option.
There are many forms this could take, such as The Fed buying and then forgiving government debt.
Alternatively, a more consumer-targeted approach might be more politically palatable. For example
the Fed could pay off some of everyone’s student loan debt. This would be highly effective at
reducing the indebtedness of US households and would help families that are on a tight budget get
some wiggle room by reducing their future monthly debt payments. However, it would also be
extremely inflationary. In other words, high debt levels put us at risk of painful deflation, but the
government’s likely response simultaneously puts us at risk of painful inflation. This means that
investors need to be preparing themselves so that at least a portion of their portfolio can benefit in
each of these extreme conditions. We certainly hope neither of these extremes occur, but with the
risks rising, we have been preparing portfolios to handle both extremes.

If you have questions about these topics or any other financial needs, please contact
FC Advisors at:
415-528-2826
hello@fcadvisors.us
www.fcadvisors.us
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